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Thank You Topanga for making The Wright Way Team
The #1 Team in Topanga for 2021!
Together with your help and trust, we sold more homes
in Topanga in 2021 than any other team or agent and we
are continuing that trend into 2022!

THE WRIGHT WAY TE AM WAS #1 IN 2021 –

#1

#1

#1

#1

#1

$62M+

IN TOPANGA HOMES SOLD
17 vs 15 for the #2 team

IN TOPANGA TOTAL TRANSACTION SIDES
28 vs 20 for the #2 team

SHORTEST AVERAGE TIME ON MARKET
37 days vs 41 days for the #2 team

IN 2022 TOPANGA HOMES SOLD
4 vs 3 for the #2 team

HIGHEST LIST PRICE TO SALE PRICE RATIO
106% vs 103% for the #2 team

TOTAL SALES SINCE THE START OF 2021

READY TO SEE HOW DIFFERENT THE CURATED WHITE GLOVE COMPASS APPROACH IS TO SELLING
REAL ESTATE? UTILIZING THE WRIGHT WAY TEAM AND OUR ACCESS TO COMPASS PRIVATE EXCLUSIVES,
COMPASS CONCIERGE, AND MANY OTHER AMAZING SERVICES, WILL CHANGE HOW YOU HAVE EVER
EXPERIENCED THE REAL ESTATE PROCESS. THERE IS A REASON WHY COMPASS HAS BEEN THE #1
BROKERAGE IN TOPANGA 3 YEARS RUNNING AND WHY THE WRIGHT WAY TEAM WAS THE #1 TEAM
IN TOPANGA IN 2021 AND SO FAR IN 2022. WE ARE A LOCAL FAMILY TEAM POWERED BY A FORWARD
THINKING, FAST MOVING, HIGH TOUCH AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMPANY, CHANGING THE INDUSTRY
FOR THE BETTER, LEADING FROM THE HEART, AND DELIVERING EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS FOR OUR CLIENTS!

@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER ONE 2021 TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. SELL THE WRIGHT WAY.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from
sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. #1 Topanga agents status based on total closed
transaction sides. All measurements and square footage are approximate. Sales figures based off available MLS data and known off market sales as of 01/24/2022. List price to sale price ratio based on buyer and seller transactions for agents
selling at least 10 homes. Time on market figures based on buyer and seller sales.
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Mimi Jaffe, an avid mermaid collector, has beautiful sirenas wishing her “Happy 100.”

Let’s Create Sweet Memories for 2022

W

hat sort of year do you think we’ll be looking at this time next year?
It’s bound to be a rowdy year with contentious mid-term elections coming up. Put that in the
“I Don’t Know But I’m Worried” column. Depending on your politics, that could end up in the Very
Bad For “Democracy and Life As We Know It” column, or the “Great! We’ve Got Trump Back As
President” column.
Fire season is always with us so that can go in the “Extremely SevereVery Bad” column and
includes earthquakes.

editor@thecanyonchronicle.com
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Topanga, CA 90290
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COVID has been exterminated! goes in the much hoped for “WE’RE ALIVE And Booking Tickets
For A World Tour!” column.
You get the Drift. This is a suggestion that we control the things we can and fill up the “Good to
Great” columns and see where we are at come year’s end.
Mimi Jaffe, Chronicle columnist Paula LaBrot’s mother, turned 100 on January 30 (Page 15)
surrounded by her loving and beloved by her,family. The photo (above) is an example of creating
sweet memories like decorating the grounds with things Mimi loves (like mermaids) and populating
the event with children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
On the same day, Julian Himmel turned three with a visit from Spiderman, a truckful of donuts,
and a party with friends in the park! That’s a day he’ll never forget (Page 6). And...even I still have
birthdays...like, TODAY! And plan to celebrate all month (You read it here!).
According to Kait Leonard, February, the shortest month of the year, is jam-packed with
opportunities for good fun, also on Page 6.
Want to put a little music in your memories? Meet Miles Erickson and his new column, Long
Distance Listening Party, illustrated by himself. We’re looking forward to more of his graphics, too.
(Page 7)
Pablo Capra presents Part 1 in a series about the historical owners of “The Stone House,” now
owned and occupied by Ed O’Neill, Topanga Historical Society president. (Page 8-9)
On Pages 10-11, see how our teachers and students at Topanga Elementary School are “Walking
the Walk”—So proud of them. You will want to read our columnists, too, in fact, many read them
first: All Things Connected on Page 12 and My Corner of the Canyon on Page 13.
Women In Charge spotlights Topanga resident and entrepreneur, Physician Assistant Jane
Hammond (P-AC). She took charge when she recognized the need for the women she treats in her
practice, who often suffer from the effects of menopause; so she created a solution (Page 15).
Saving the Best of the Best ‘till last, Mimi Jaffe. Happy Birthday, Mimi!
Let’s revisit the year in our final issue of 2022, December 23.
Now, get to work!
—Flavia Potenza

Artist Valerie Walsh calls this “Topanga Love”
as we approach Valentine’s Day.
“Topanga love is real,” she reminds us. “Once
you live here you are charmed by the beauty
of her wild and rustic nature. Topanga will
forever be part of your dreams.”
etsy.com/shop/TheValerieGallerie
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News
Sen. Stern Announces Legislation to Combat Street Racing
By Annemarie Donkin
Street racing and speeding is an
epidemic in Topanga, the Santa
Monica Mountains, and throughout
the San Fernando Valley. Recent
street racing-related tragedies include
fatalities in Westlake Village and in
Van Nuys with the traffic death of a
16-year-old boy.
There were three separate
fatalities in West Hills: one involving
a motorcycle on Roscoe and
Fallbrook; one involving a single
mother; and a third woman on
Vanowen St. in an apparent streetracing incident.
To combat side-shows, street
racing and reckless driving, State
Sen. Henry Stern (D-Los Angeles)
announced legislation at a press
conference at the California Highway
Patrol West Valley Area Command
in Woodland Hills on Jan. 28 in
a concerted effort to prevent the
exponential rise of death and injury
due to speeding and racing.
Called the “Bill to Enhance
Penalties for Side-Shows, Street
Racing and Lack of Public Safety
Resources,” the legislation will look
to target investments from new and
existing resources, including the
California Traffic Safety Program and
the Highway Violence Task Force.
The bill will also propose enhanced
penalties for street racing and side-

PHOTO BY ANNEMARIE DONKIN

CA State Sen. Henry Stern announces new legislation to combat street racing and
speeding. Joining him at the CHP West Valley Area Command in Woodland Hills,
from left, are West Valley Area Commander, Captain Denis Ford, and L.A. City
Councilmen Bob Blumenfield and John Lee. The legislation will target investments
from new and existing resources, including the California Traffic Safety Program
and the Highway Violence Task Force.

shows, such as vehicle impoundment
and demolition.
“The Mayor’s Vision Zero will
not work until there are sufficient
resources and authority to enforce
traffic safety,” Stern wrote on his
website.
Joining Stern at the press
conference, L.A. City Councilman
Bob Blumenfield announced he

has allocated $100,000 from his
discretionary funds to support
LAPD overtime costs for specialized
enforcement by the LAPD Operations
Valley Bureau to target areas of
organized racing and speeding over
the next five months.
Blumenfield cited an October
report from the Los Angeles Times
that as of July, races and street

takeovers in Los Angeles had
increased by 27 percent in 2021;
that 289 people were killed in traffic
accidents last year; 21percent more
than during the same period in
2020.
“This is not a victimless crime,”
Blumenfield said. “People should
not be killed by negligent behavior…
when you are in that vehicle, you are
driving a weapon.”
Sen. Stern also commented on
how easy it is to forget that our cars
are dangerous.
“Street racing, the use of cars as
weapons, are not victimless crimes.
They are certainly not a game or a
vanity project to put on your TikTok®
or on Instagram® to be proud of,” he
said. “If your attitude in L.A. is to
recklessly use your car as a weapon,
then we are coming for you. It
can’t just be engineered and it can’t
just be education; there have to be
consequences.
“We are pursuing legislation
to get our men and woman in law
enforcement the resources they need
so they are never outnumbered and
we can attack the street racing and
side-show epidemic at its roots. They
also need to have the personnel in
place throughout the Valley, the
Santa Monica Mountains, and the
entire Southern Division, and they
need the resources to do their job,”
Stern said.

LETTERS
Kim Zanti is ‘On Set’ at Akumal Arts Festival
Hello Good People!
Our cameras are on the ground today,
January 25, 2022, in Akumal, prior to the
opening of the Arts Festival January 28-30!
We’re very excited by the footage we’re getting.
Director of Photography Pablo Latapi is
shooting with a Canon C70 camera (Netflix
approved!), and we’re using boom and lavalier
microphones to capture high quality sound.
Fabulous collaborator and editor Joey Jones is
an integral part of the process, so that when we
get to the editing stage, we’ve developed a shared
cinematic language and mutual understanding
of the unfolding story. It’s an incredibly exciting
process.
Now, I just need to raise the rest of the money
to cover our expenses. To match the Community
Engagement grant of $10,000, we still need
to raise $5,600. Every bit counts and helps
ensure that we have a meaningful, rich story
about creative placemaking to share with the
world. My trusted colleague, Natalie Marrero, is
Executive Director of the 501(c)3 organization,
Everybody Dance, Now! (EDN), that serves
as our fiscal sponsor and assures that your
contribution is tax deductible according to the
law, and will get to me at Catalyst Muse, and
to our film. To Donate: everybodydancenow.
org/donate#fiscalsponsorships, scroll down to
Catalyst Muse/Akumal Documentary Film,
click on the Donate button and follow the
prompts to securely contribute to the film.
You will receive a letter from Catalyst Muse
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Mural on the bridge in Akumal, Mexico. Painted in 2018 by Claudio Picasso AKA CP One.

thanking you. Want to learn more about the
film and the festival? Read the cover story,
“Art Integrates Life in Akumal,” in The Canyon
Chronicle, January 21, 2022, Volume 3, No. 1

PHOTO BY KIM ZANTI.

(thecanyonchronicle.com) about the Akumal
Arts Festival.
Saludos! Kim Zanti

CA Wildfire Resilience Act Signed into Law
By Chronicle Staff
Topangans will now be required to harden
their homes against wildfire.
SB 63, the Wildfire Resilience through
Community and Ecology Act, by Sen. Henry
Stern (D-Los Angeles). was signed into law
and took effect on January 1.
The bill establishes a Fire Resiliency Corps
at the state and neighborhood levels designed
to link with President Biden’s Civilian Climate
Corps proposal, among other things.
“Building resilience within our high-firerisk communities starts with education and
training,” said Stern, the chair of the Senate
Natural Resources and Water Committee.
“SB 63 will deploy a volunteer network of
trained community members to educate their
neighbors about the importance of simple
home-hardening efforts and the creation of
defensible space.”
SB 63 also requires the state to identify
moderate and high-severity fire zones which
the Building Standards Commission will use to
establish modified ignition-resistant building
standards for the new zones.
The bill also makes important clarifications
in defensible space and vegetation management
law to ensure all ecological systems are treated
appropriately.
“Decades of research and post-fire
assessments have provided clear evidence that
how homes are designed and the materials
used to build them, coupled with how the
properties are landscaped, are important

factors influencing a home’s ability to survive
a wildfire,” added Stern. “Fire-safe building
standards are cost-effective and will save lives.”
SB 63 was supported by California
Building Industry Association, California Fire
Safe Councils, California State Association
of Counties, the National Fire Protection
Association and the California Fire Chiefs
Association.

Monica Mountains: (https://cafiresafecouncil.
org/fsc-location/north-topanga-canyon-fsc/)
or email: firesafe@ntcfsc.org.

RESOURCES
• Prevention and Preparation: Cal Fire
provides this website for future wildfires
including information on preparation and
affordable home-hardening: (readyforwildfire.
org)

• FEMA Wildfire Preparedness: The Federal
Emergency Management Agency also has
recommendations for how to stay safe and
prepare for wildlife threats. (ready.gov/
wildfires)

• Pre-Evacuation Checklist: The California
Department of Insurance has provided
a pre-evacuation checklist to help you
avoid losing critical information in the
event of an emergency: (insurance.
ca.gov/01-consumers/140-catastrophes/
EvacuationChecklist.cfm)
• The North Topanga Canyon Fire Safe
Council: The Topanga Canyon Fire Safe
Council focuses on safer roadways; the removal
of fire hazardous large-scale vegetation;
wildfire education; community, neighborhood
and mentoring programs; safer homes and
neighborhoods and also free Home Ignition
Zone Evaluation Programs. The Council has
been awarded six grants and has brought more
than $365,000 into Topanga and the Santa

Kristina Rocco-Levy Receives
Volunteer of the Year Award

COURTESY OF THE TOPANGA COMMUNITY CENTER

Congratulations to Topanga Community Center’s 2021 Volunteer of the
Year, Kristina Levy and her husband (and pro potato peeler), Jed Levy.
Their team at Rocco’s Cucina provided thousands of meals during the
pandemic lockdown and Topanga is so grateful! Thank you!!

• Red Cross Preparation: The Red Cross has
recommendations on its website about how
to prepare for emergencies such as fire or
power outages. (redcross.org/get-help/how-toprepare-for-emergencies.html)

• Sustainable Defensible Space: The Resource
Conservation District of the Santa Monica
Mountains (RCDSMM), along with other
state and local partners, maintains a website to
help communities in the southern California
Wild Urban Interface (WUI) increase wildfire
resilience by providing localized resources on
home hardening, defensible space landscaping
and fire risk assessments. (defensiblespace.
org/)
• Medical Baseline: If you are a medically
vulnerable utility customer, you may be eligible
for a Medical Baseline Allowance with SoCal
Edison which can provide aid and financial
relief during Public Safety Power Shutoffs
(PSPS) and any other de-energization event.
Direct questions to wildfireoutreach@sce.
com.

Organic
without
overpaying

Get 40% off & a FREE gift
ThriveMarket.com/News
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WHAT’S HAPPPENING?
February is Valentine’s Day and More
By Kait Leonard

O

f course, most of us love Valentine’s Day,
but February is a month of holidays.
We have Chinese New Year opening
the shortest month of the year, followed by
Valentine’s Day and Presidents’ Day. But if you’re
looking for more to celebrate (and who isn’t?)
we’ve got you covered for the rest of the month.
We missed National Tater Tot Day on
February 2nd, but you can bust out the air fryer
any day with this fun tater tot fact: F. Nephi
Grigg, the inventor of the tasty tater treat,
has been quoted as saying of his contribution
to the 1954 National Potato convention,
“These were all gobbled up faster than a dead
cat could wag its tail.” I’m not sure how fast
that actually is, but tater tots are just plain
American goodness.
Talking about good food, on the 3rd, plan to
prepare a feast for feathered friends on Feed
the Birds Day. On the 7th, you might Send a
Card to a Friend, and perhaps invite them to
meet you on the 8th for National Kite-Flying
Day. If you remember the old candy bar ad,
“Sometimes you feel like a nut. Sometimes you
don’t,” you can be as nutty as you want on the
16th, because it’s National Almond Day. And
since the 17th is Random Acts of Kindness
Day, you might be tempted to send a box of
chocolate covered almonds to a friend. But
don’t! Their day is February 25th..
If you’re looking for old-fashioned fun to
brighten your days, gather friends and family
for International Tug of War Day on the 19th.

PHOTO BY RODNAE PRODUCTIONS FROM PEXELS

Follow up International Tug of War Day on the 19th with National Sticky Bun Day on the 21st.

It’s reported that Vikings used animal skins
stretched across a fire pit. Talk about incentive
to win. While a good spirit of competition is
encouraged, please stop short of the fire pit.
Either way, you’ll be famished after all that
tugging, so jump into National Sticky Bun
Day on the 21st. Then wash those buns down
with a frosty Margarita on the 22nd, which is
National Margarita Day. (If you thought that
was every Friday, you’re not alone.)

Food continues to occupy center stage at
the end of the month with National Banana
Bread Day on the 23rd (also International Dog
Biscuit Appreciation Day, so you can share
your treats), Peanut Butter Day on the 24th,
Pancake Day on the 25th, and Pistachio Day
on the 26th.
Wow! After all that eating, you might want
to schedule a tug-of-war rematch to work off
some calories.

PHOTO BY JAMIE SUTHERLAND

Julian is 3!
Julian Himmel celebrated his third birthday on Sunday, January 30, in
Bonnell Park with friends and neighbors, donuts from the donut truck,
and Spiderman! The Spidey theme dominated and decorated the park
and the kids with balloons, masks, games and everything fun. The best
was learning how to throw a Spidey web...or, maybe it was the donuts.
Hard to decide for a three-year-old, so they did and loved everything….
but, especially Spiderman.
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LONG DISTANCE LISTENING PARTY
The Playlist is the Piece
By Miles Erickson

stone to the latter.
Lou Reed’s classic, jaded, deadpan delivery
works astonishingly well over the song’s
crunchy beats and artificial aesthetic. Damon
Albarn’s soulful singing in the chorus brings it
all together. A lot of weird, mismatched pieces
coming together to create something completely
original.
“Hot Wax” is an Australian Psychedelic take
on surf rock. It’s weird, kind of uncomfortable,
and tangentially related to the beach, which is
why it reminds me of Topanga.

“L

ong Distance Listening Party” is a new
column by me, Miles Erickson. Its
vague intention is to discuss topics framed
in the context of what I’m currently listening
to or what’s trending. Generally, these pieces
are going to be accompanied by a playlist but
because I was only invited to write for the
Canyon Chronicle around the time you started
reading this sentence, this week the playlist is
the piece.
I know that it’s a stretch for me to assume that
you are actually going to listen to any of these
songs because the newspaper (or I) told you to,
but I hope that, at the very least, you scan the
list, looking for songs that you already like in an
attempt to validate your musical taste.
This playlist is available on Spotify
(Mileserickson-354). New songs will be added as
we progress.
You may not have listened to Cigarettes
After Sex (CAS) before, maybe because the
first person to tell you to listen to the pop band
was probably a 19-year-old, libertarian heroin
addict. Well, I’m the second person who’s telling
you to listen to them and I promise you I am not
a libertarian.
CAS sounds like Mazzy Star and Slowdive
had a much cooler, very jaded child. “Nothing’s
Gonna Hurt You Baby” has more of a rhythm
than a lot of Mazzy or Slowdive’s more popular
tracks, just enough of a rhythm to make you sway
back and forth when its 3 a.m., the party’s starting
to die down, and you’re feeling kind of nauseous
from all the beer.
“Nothing’s Gonna Hurt You Baby” has a
beautifully simplistic, understated beat with

ILLUSTRATION BY MILES ERICKSON.

a baseline to guide you through the song and
drums that sound like someone banging stainless
steel baking sheets together three rooms down
the hall.
When listening to Outkast albums, it can feel
like the two members of the group are trying to
wrestle creative control away from each other.
“Speakerboxx/The Love Below” feels like the child
at the center of a contentious custody battle. Like
Andre 3000 and Big Boi drew a line in the sand
and said, “Okay, this half of the album is gonna
be ‘90s rap, and this half is gonna be flamboyant,
experimental, bubblegum pop.”
“The Whole World,” however, is one of those
times where the two artists’ respective voices
combine to formulate something where both of
their influences are equally represented. Released
one year after “Stankonia” and two years before
“Speakerboxx,” “The Whole World” feels like a
perfect evolution of the former and a stepping

Playlist
• “Nothing’s Gunna Hurt You Baby,” Cigarettes
After Sex—An American dream pop band
• “Some Kind of Nature”—Gorillaz. English
virtual animated band (1998)
• “The Whole World,” Outkast—is the
first single released from Outkast’s first
compilation album features Killer Mike and
Joi.
• “Sound and Vision,” David Bowie—Released
January 1977 on side one of his album, Low.
• “The Facts of Life,” Black Box Recorder—
English indie rock band (2000).
• “Hot Wax,” King Gizzard and the Wizard
Lizard—Psychedelic
rock
band
from
Melbourne, Australia (2010) originally a oneoff when they played together at a party.
• “Standing Next to Me,” The Last Shadow
Puppets—The second single released in
2008,in the U.K. on Domino Records.
Recorded: 2007.
• “Anemone,” The Brian Jonestown Massacre—
An American psychedelic rock band (1990).
• “Pumpin’ for Jill,” Iggy Pop—“The Grandfather
of Punk…” and so much more.

1250 Will Geer Rd. $2,795,000
REDUCED

Beautiful Contemporary home
located on almost 9 acres
in Topanga’s exclusive Mesa
neighborhood. This light infused 3
bedroom, 4.5 bath home features
bamboo floors, French doors, and
high ceilings throughout. The
kitchen contains a large center
island, Granite countertops and
stainless appliances. The ground
floor master has a large walk in
closet, spa like bath with dual
sinks, over size shower, jetted
tub and granite counters. The
other two on-suite bedrooms are
located upstairs with panoramic
views of the State Park and
Saddlepeak.

Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#01203202

310.455.2540
Mobile 310.804.8607
TopangaHomesOnline.com

2336 N.
Topanga
Canyon Blvd
$459,000
Beautiful approx. 3.36 acre
building
site
with
canyon
views. Located behind custom
electric gates with two other
Architectural estates, Paved
street, utilities close by. Room
for spacious estate, horses, guest
house, or barn. fifteen minutes to
PCH and 10 minutes to the 101.
Out of Coastal. gentle upslope.
APN # 4434-012-011.

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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Frederico Joseph Mazet’s stone house

The Stone House, Part One: ‘Basque
On October 24, at the 90th birthday party of pioneer
descendant Rose Wiley, Topanga Historical Society
(THS) members were enchanted by the stone house
of the host, President Ed O’Neill. This inspired THS
Archivist Pablo Capra and O’Neill to publish a series of
excerpts from a book they are collaborating on that tells
the story of each owner of the house, which may be the
oldest in the Canyon.
By Pablo Capra

T

he Basque Country is a historic region, divided up today between
Spain and France, with its own Basque language.
The first significant Basque migration to the New World occurred in
South America, especially Argentina and Chile. During the California
Gold Rush (1848-1955), Basques from this South American group
migrated again to the United States. Because the Gold Rush had to be
fueled by a large food supply, many Basques figured out how to become
rich raising cattle. They joined the aristocratic class of pre-United States
ranchers, the Californios, and changed their names to the Spanish
equivalents to fit their new status.
When the Californio lifestyle ended due to the U. S. land grab in the
1850s followed by drought during the 1860s, the Basques proved more
adaptable than the aristocrats.
Dominque “Domingo” Amestoy (b.1822), the Basque owner of
Rancho Los Encinos (Encino), discovered that it was more profitable to
raise sheep than cattle. He and the Basque shepherds who followed his
lead probably gave Topanga its Spanish name, Garrapatos (“sheep tick”),
when the uninhabited canyon was used for grazing.
Pete Du Bois is the earliest known rancher who grazed his livestock
in Topanga sometime before 1870. Although he was called a Frenchman,
the majority of French speakers in California at the time were actually
Basques. He and his herdsman, Brigadore Valdez, built the first house in
Topanga by the fork in the rivers. Their stone hut became a picturesque
ruin that endured until its chimney collapsed in 2005.
Other nearby ranches owned by Basques were Rancho Las Virgenes
(Agoura Hills) and Rancho El Escorpión (Calabasas). Dozens of Basques
lived on these ranches and found new work in the West Valley’s lime
quarries, which had been opened by the Spanish to plaster their missions.
Miguel Leonis (1822-1889) was the most prominent local Basque. In
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1859, he took over Rancho El Escorpión after marrying Maria del Espíritu
Santo Chijulla (1821-1906), the daughter of the owner, Odón Eusebia
(b.1795), the last Chumash chief of Humaliwo (Malibu). With the help of
a private army and over the bodies of encroaching homesteaders, Leonis
pushed the boundaries of his ranch into Woodland Hills. Homesteaders
Francisca and Pietro Alladio testified to his violent ways in court.
“...upon the 18th day of August, 1885, the defendant, Miguel
Leonis, came to the dwelling house and residence of plaintiffs,
at Leonis’s place, upon the Los Angeles river, when plaintiffs
were at their supper in said house, and maliciously kicked
in the door of said house, and with loud voice maliciously
threatened to kill plaintiffs if they did not leave the premises,
and at the same time discharged into the air while standing
in the doorway five times in rapid succession a deadly firearm
known as a revolver.
“Francesca... greatly frightened, fainted, and was thrown into a
violent fever, and remained sick in bed therefrom for two weeks.”
(“Heavy Damages,” Los Angeles Times, 1886-02-26)
Topanga’s first permanent settler, in the 1870s, was Jesus Santa Maria, a
Mexican who raised his family on a ranch in the vicinity of the road that’s
now named after him.
In the 1880s, a Frenchman (but probably Basque) named Frederico
Joseph Mazet (b.1850) settled in Old Topanga Canyon. Mazet had
previously owned property in downtown Los Angeles. In 1889, perhaps
the same “Mezet” tried to open a saloon at 708 Temple Street, but a
Christian group who held gospel meetings there protested his application.
This setback could have led Mazet to start his winery in Topanga, where
he built a stone house (like the one at the fork), with his Mexican wife
Lebrado (b.1853), children Frederico (b.1887) and George (b.1897), and
“French” servant Andre Eyram (b.1875). The Topanga Story’s “School”
chapter also lists a son named Willie, seemingly close in age to Frederico,
who doesn’t appear in census records.
Dolores Trujillo, of Topanga’s second pioneering family, gave this
account of what the Topanga school was like then.
“‘We often smoked in school then,” says Mr. Trujillo, “and
I guess we made it pretty tough for the teachers. We only
went to school for fun, mainly to get out of work at home.
The school was then conducted in a log cabin near the
store [Pine Tree Circle].”
(“Pioneers of the Santa Monica Mountains,” Sunday Morning
Outlook, 1929-02-24)

1. Pete Du Bois stone house
2. Frederico Joseph Mazet’s stone house
3. Frederico Joseph Mazet’s vineyard
4. Dolores Trujillo
5. United Ancient Order of Druids

Above left: Frederico Joseph
Mazet’s vineyard. Photo by Joanna
Gunst
Above: Dolores Trujillo
Left: United Ancient Order of
Druids
Photos courtesy of the Topanga
Historical Society

e Shepherds and the Mazet Winery’
Pete Du Bois
stone house

While certainly not as trafficked as a downtown saloon, Old Topanga
was still a popular cattle route that connected through to Santa Monica,
and Mazet’s Winery offered the cowboys rest and a row of “honey
buckets” (outhouses).
“This route was chosen because there was ample water for the
cattle and with the desire to avoid entanglements with stock
running in the San Fernando Valley at that time. The beach
road was closed at the Rindge Rancho, so that was also out as
a cattle trail.
“[Allen] McIssac recalls pausing at the Mazet Winery in the
Old Canyon.... Here the men would be treated to some of the
Frenchman’s best vintage, but the boys had to be content with
water from the spring. They were allowed to pick their fill of
big, plump grapes, however, when in season.”
(“Mountain Echoes,” Topanga Journal, 1950-07-07)

Even in the 19th century, Topanga
needed activists to keep out
corporate interests. In 1888, Mazet
and other settlers fought against the
construction of a Calabasas toll road
through Old Canyon.
In the 1890s, Mazet joined a
lawsuit to stave off eviction by the
Los Angeles Farming and Milling
Company, whose newly acquired
Valley property extended into Old
Canyon. The company grew wheat,
and probably employed local Basques,
since this was another industry that
they were now excelling in. The
lawsuit received national attention,
and ended with homestead certificates
for 160 acres being awarded to settlers
like Mazet in 1897.
In 1905, Mazet moved to the
“Leonis Tract,” selling his house to
Horace N. Waller and John L. Wood.
In 1908, a fraternal club, the
United Ancient Order of Druids,
mourned the death of a man named
Joseph Mazet, a “pioneer member” of
its downtown Los Angeles “Grove.”
The club’s name for their lodge,“Grove,” alluded to the oak groves
where the ancient Druids held their rites; the club’s emblem featured
three oak trees on a shield. The word “Druid” itself is thought to
mean “oak-seer.”
An interesting fact about our Mazet is that he made a point of
saving his oak trees from being sold as firewood when that became
big business in Topanga. It appears that one of the oldest oak forests
that still exists in the Canyon survived thanks to a Druid.
“The Stone House Part Two” will continue with “Jack Wood,” who
bought the Mazet ranch in July 1905.
Pablo Capra is the Archivist for the Topanga Historical Society
and author of “Topanga Beach: A History” (2020). More at
topangahistoricalsociety.org.
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Education

Topanga Elementary Charter School (TECS) teachers are lifelong learners themselves. The primary team has embarked on an intensive professional development
program offered by LAUSD to enhance their approach to literacy (reading) instruction. From left: Amy Weisberg, Jeff Pook, Julie Tobisman, Principal Kevin
Kassebaum, Linda Kort, Moria De la O, Raquel Galindo, and Youmna Haddad.

Lifelong Learners, TECS Teachers Walk the Walk
By Amy Weisberg, M.Ed., NBCT

A

s teachers, we are tasked with teaching
students to become lifelong learners, to
develop the love of learning, to give students
a variety of experiences in both academic
subjects and the arts, and help them discover
their path to further education.
We are aware of the multiple paths students
can take on the way to adulthood and the
variety of opportunities both in traditional
higher education and in vocational career
paths; not all students need or want to go
to college. There are many roads to careers
that involve vocational schools, the Armed
Services, apprenticeships, training in the arts,
working in retail, or becoming an entrepreneur.
Our job as educators, is to prepare our students
and empower them with the ability to choose
for themselves. A large part of this preparation
is developing the skills necessary to succeed
in any area they choose.
The skills students will need, regardless
of career choice, are life skills: literacy,
mathematics fluency, knowledge and
understanding of science and social studies
(our world and society), and social-emotional
skills (the ability to interact and relate to
others). With these skills, students have
choices that enable them to evolve into selfsustaining adults who contribute to society
and, one hopes, make the world a better place.
As educators, we too, are lifelong learners,
continually improving our ability to have
a positive impact on our students. With
this in mind, the primary team at Topanga
Elementary Charter School has embarked
on an intensive professional development
program, offered by LAUSD, to enhance our
approach to literacy (reading) instruction. We
all know that reading opens the door to further
learning in all subject areas, and the ability
to read with fluency that enables students to
comprehend content in all areas.
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The TECS primary team consists of
myself (Transitional Kindergarten (TK)
teacher), Kindergarten teachers Mrs. Kort
and Ms. Galindo; First Grade teacher Mrs.
De la O; Intervention Teacher/Coordinator,
Mrs. Tobisma; Resource Specialist Program
teacher, Mr. Pook; and our Speech Therapist,
Ms. Haddad. TECS principal, Mr. Kassebaum,
is also taking the course as an administrator.
Wow! This is a team of dedicated educators!
The Professional Development course is the
Orton-Gillingham approach, which according
to Wikipedia, “is a multi-sensory phonics
technique for remedial reading instruction
developed in the early twentieth century. It
is practiced as a direct, explicit, cognitive,
cumulative, and multi-sensory approach. While
it is most associated with teaching individuals
with dyslexia, it is highly effective for all
individuals learning to read, spell, and write.”
Developed by a neuropsychiatrist and
pathologist, Samuel Torrey Orton, and an
educator and psychologist, Anna Gillingham,
this technique integrates kinesthetic
(movement) and tactile (sensory) learning
strategies in combination with visual and
auditory teaching. It is a systematic approach
that can be modified for individual students and
used in group settings as well. The approach
focuses on phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
Phonemic awareness is the study of
letters and sounds. We begin teaching this
in Transitional Kindergarten, using fun,
interactive strategies that include games, guided
instruction, manipulatives such as magnetic
letters, songs, and computer programs.
Phonics instruction follows with a focus
on letter sounds combined into syllables, then
words. Introduced in late TK and taught in
Kindergarten and First Grade at increasingly
advanced levels, phonics instruction is the
next step to fluency.
The instruction of reading, begins with

the reading of words, short sentences and
then longer sentences, paragraphs and books.
Vocabulary is the introduction of sight words,
content-related words and progresses from
simple to more complex words. As in learning
to talk, the steps build on each other, creating
a solid foundation for literacy.
Comprehension is the understanding
of what is being read. As students learn to
decode words, they build their vocabulary
and, with practice, increase fluency. Using
critical thinking skills, and with instruction and
practice, students can comprehend and discuss
what they read. Therefore, a solid reading
foundation is critical. Beginning in Second
Grade, students are increasingly reading to
learn versus learning to read in the early grades.
With this understanding of reading
instruction, one might ask why experienced
educators need further education in this area.
It’s because we are continually learning and
growing as educators and our students are
also changing. We have students with dyslexia
who need a different approach to deciphering
symbols and words. We have English language
learners who need phonemic awareness and
a strong phonics approach as they master
English. We have students with speech delays,
who need support articulating letters, sounds,
and words to build oral language fluency
(speaking, public speaking). We have students
with a variety of processing delays that need
support as they build fluency.
As educators, we want to be able to support
all learners, so it is important that we continue
to learn and develop our teaching strategies in
order to meet the needs of our students, to use
the best practices available, to grow, improve
and learn, to remind us of why, even during
this stressful time of COVID, it is important to
keep learning fun, exciting, and relevant while
giving them the best possible chance at living
their dreams and becoming lifelong learners
in their own right.

Students Engaging in Leadership at Topanga Elementary
included her commitment to
“help to keep our school clean and
beautiful and our spirits high!.” In
her speech she also pledged that
“if you vote for me, I will create a
‘Super Hero day!’ Super Hero day
is when you go to school dressed
up as a super hero.”
Her classmate Zach Bertolli
remarked, “I’m running for Vice
President because I can really make
a difference. I’m looking forward to
listening to everyone’s suggestions
if I’m elected.” Coco, Zach, and
fellow candidates all have exciting
plans for their school.
Participating in the Council
makes a lasting impact on
students. Former TECS Student
Council Secretary Phoenix Rodan,
now a senior at Palisades High
School, commented that “the most
fun aspect was the connections
I made with teachers and fellow
students during the process. It was
definitely a responsibility but it
was never hard, only exciting and
exhilarating.”
In other campus news, the
new year also marks the start
of Tech Enrichment at TECS.
Computerwisekids, based in
Woodland Hills, is providing
computer classes to teach TECS
students basic computing skills.
Students will receive a program
designed to increase computer and
technology literacy. Depending on

the class level, coding and robotics
lessons are part of the curriculum.
Kids will also be taught about
online safety, language arts, and
social studies. Math standards are
integrated with technology projects.
The TECS program from
Computerwisekids is being led by a
specially trained teacher, Mr. Aren
Elmayan. Mr. Elmayan has both a
computer science background and
experience teaching English as a
SecondLanguage (ESL) students.
We extend a warm welcome
from our school community to
Mr. Elmayan and the team from
Computerwisekids.
The computer classes are
supported by the TECS booster
club,
Topanga
Enrichment
Programs (TEP), that provides
funding for many enrichment
programs at Topanga Elementary.
Whether you are a parent at
TECS or a community member
who believes in the importance
of quality public education, there
are many ways to support TEP
activities at TECS. One way is to
sponsor new student art banners
featured on Topanga School Road,
to both advertise your business to
the school community and support
school enrichment programs.
Contact TEP Board at
topangaelementary.org for details.
Our children thank you!

PHOTO BY XXXXXXXXX

Fourth grader Coco Hosch is campaigning for the position of Historian in this year’s
Student Council elections.

By TECS News Team

T

he start of the new year marks
the kick-off of Student Council
at Topanga Elementary Charter
School (TECS). The Student
Council gives students in grades
3-5 an opportunity to participate
in and practice leadership and
responsible decision-making.
The Council helps students
share their ideas, interests, and
concerns with the teachers and the
principal. It helps students raise
funds for school-wide projects, and
assist those in the community in
need of aid. Being on the Council
is an opportunity for students to
become responsible and active
members of our community.
An impressive number of
third, fourth and fifth graders are
running for a number of offices.
Third through fifth graders can
run for Classroom Representative.
For fourth and fifth grades,
positions include President, Vice
President, Treasurer, Secretary, and
Historian. Campaigning for TECS

Student Council entails submitting
an application, followed by giving
campaign speeches to all classes
via Zoom, and campaign posters
have livened up the courtyard of
the campus of TECS. Once elected,
officers and representatives must
maintain good grades while
performing the duties of their
position.
Topanga Elementary principal,
Kevin Kassebaum (aka “Principal
K”), remarked that “it’s great to
hear the students talking about
who they will vote for and to
see the excitement from the
candidates as they see their posters
displayed in the courtyard. This
year’s posters were clever, unique,
and just fun!” He also noted that
regardless of the outcome, this is
a valuable learning and personal
growth experience for all who run
for office this year.
Fourth grader Coco Hosch
is running for Historian with
the pitch, “Let’s Make History
together!!” Coco has loved being
part of this experience. Her speech
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ALL THINGS CONNECTED

Who Wants to Live Forever?
By Paula Labrot

T

here is no doubt that modern
medicine has made stunning progress
in the treatment of previously hopeless
medical conditions. It is predicted that
anyone born after 1970 may have a
good chance of living up to 120 years!
According to futurist Michael
McQueen, writing for nib.com,
“…it is the titans of the tech
world who are perhaps making
the largest investments and
biggest bets on assuring future
life expectancy is greater than
it is now.” It is their research
that is unlocking the secrets of
future immortality.

According to nib.com, “Larry Ellison,
the founding chief executive of Oracle, has
given an estimated $45 million annually
for over a decade to fight ageing. Paypal’s
co-founder, Peter Thiel, has donated $6
million to the Sens Foundation which
researches ageing and longevity.” Then
there is, of course, Elon Musk’s neuro-link

Rejuvenation Research
Some of the top players in
rejuvenation research are
familiar names. Jeff Bezos
of Amazon has invested in
Altos Labs, a biotech company
investigating
rejuvenation
techniques at the cellular level.
According to Dr. Alfredo
Carpeneti, writing for iflscience.
com, Anthony Steele, author
of “Ageless,” writes, “Cellular
reprogramming is one of the
Freddy Mercury on the stairway to Heaven.
wildest and most exciting ideas
in ageing biology right now—
just four genes, originally
uncovered trying to understand
stem cells, seem capable of
turning back the biological
arrow of time is pretty amazing.”
Carpeneti reports, “The
company has not made any
announcements yet, but it has
raised $270 million dollars
and attracted quite the talent
from across the globe thanks
to extremely generous salaries.
The scientific goal is to master
the ability to perform cellular
reprogramming. In the specific,
it’s about understanding how
cells age and how to actually
turn the clock back on that
process.”
Alphabet, the umbrella
company of Google, has
invested $730 million into
a secretive company called
Calico with the mission of
extending lifespans. Calico
hires outstanding researchers
at salaries of one million dollars
a year to understand biological
pathways of aging and disease.
These researchers work with
beyond state-of-the-art technology
research in which a chip implanted in the
and advanced computing technologies
brain holds “promise for the restoration
in a culture that supports innovation,
of sensory and motor function and the
creativity and collaboration.
treatment of neurological disorders.”
“Our labs seek out their own
Good-bye paralysis and Alzheimer’s.
experiments and big questions and are
encouraged to build and harness new
Are You Rich Enough To Live Forever?
technologies and tools that can support
Paul Tullis, writing for Town and Country
the entire scientific community.”
Magazine, reports, “Human Longevity,
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Inc. is a La Jolla startup co-founded in
2015 by J. Craig Venter, who spent $100
million becoming, in 2000, the first person
to sequence a human genome with private
funding. At the company’s clinic, Health
Nucleus, you can get your own genome
sequenced; a full-body MRI to look for
cancer; microbiomial and metabalomic
profiles; a neurological exam;
a bone-density scan; a body fat
measurement more accurate
than the Bod Pod’s; and a 4-D
picture of the inside of your
heart. It costs $25,000. It goes
without saying that no health
insurance covers it.”
What this does is allow you
to discover disease in its infancy
and intervene proactively. At
Health Nucleus, “everything
we do is in service of helping
you live a healthier, longer
life. We’ve designed a leadingedge, precision health care
program
using
today’s
best technology to detect
and help preempt cancer,
cardiac,
metabolic
and
neurodegenerative disease,
and more. Our world-class
physicians and genomic
scientists
provide
an
exceptional level of insight and
care to customize a program
based on your data, so you can
be radically proactive about
your health and longevity….
Prevention is the cornerstone
of optimal health. By analyzing
over 150 gigabytes of your
body’s unique data, we identify
your risks and leverage your
personal strength. We don’t just
want to see your health improve,
we want to partner with you to
see it flourish.”
Don’t worry. Remember
when flat screen TVs came out,
they were $20,000 plus? The
rich got them first, but, then, we
all got them. Same will happen
with the longevity research….
trickle-down immortality is on
its way.
Oh, Freddy Mercury…
As I am writing, I have
Queen on, singing the age
old question, “Who Wants to
Live Forever?” It is poignant.
I sure wish Freddy could have
stretched out his time with us.
I am also mindful of my sweet,
remarkable Mom in the next
room, who celebrated 100 years of life on
Sunday, January 30, here in Topanga. If I
ask Mimi, if she wants to live forever, she
rolls her eyes, looks to the horizon and
tells me…No. Then again, if she could
still go dancing, I am not sure what her
answer would be.
Vamos a ver!

MY CORNER OF THE CANYON
Of Cookies and COVID
By Kathie Gibboney

riding on a negative reading. YES! I’m
negative, good to go, free, back in the
game. Hello, World! But not without
the guidance of the cookie. For ten
days I have waited, putting off the
unveiling, allowing myself to evolve
and be worthy of its sagacious words.
This is it. Ready?
A Friend’s Advice Is Invaluable
That’s it, not even any lucky
numbers? I guess I’m not really
surprised, though after all the buildup
I suffer a twinge of disappointment. Yet
maybe a friend does have invaluable
advice to share. I query them and so
far, here is what I got.

T

he fortune cookie sits on the
surfboard coffee table right in
front of me. I moved it from the
kitchen where it lay, ignored, left over
from some long-ago take-out order. I
think of opening it. Of being uplifted
by a pithy promise of a Happy New
Year. I could use a bit of boost, as for
here in the middle of the first month
of 2022, despite vaccines and a booster
I’ve contracted COVID.
At this point, about five days into
developing symptoms, I’m feeling
much better, although anything would
be an improvement over the initial days
of experiencing a hacking, dry cough
that convulsed and wracked my entire
body. No medication seemed to provide
relief. The Beleaguered Husband,
who attempted safe distancing, stared
aghast from across the living room at
seeing me flaying about in the ugly
sweatpants, eyes feverish, hair gone
wild enough to rival a MacBethian
witch, all while producing growling,
barking, unnatural guttural noises as if
one possessed.
When he gallantly offered to take me
to the hospital, I suspect he just wanted
to get rid of me. But I knew that if there
was not improvement soon, we might
well have to seek medical help and I
wanted to avoid any diagnosis that
might end in the dreaded ventilator. I
thought this new variant was supposed
to be mild, as if one just had a cold,
light flu or a headache, easily subdued
with Tylenol, ginger tea and some
quality TV time (a 2016 replay of the
“Westminster Dog Show” anyone?).
Although still sick, I’ve regained
some stamina and rejoice in having
come safely through the worst of that
dark viral forest to lift my head up and
into the Topanga light. Perhaps I wax
overly dramatical, but I truly felt a sense
of trial. Of course, now with Mr. Anapol
also testing positive, I watch him closely
but so far he is spared my fate and can
enjoy yelling at a Rams game, which I
deduce from his scurrilous spewing
forth, must not be going well. So
now we are both home, quarantined,
awaiting further test results, foraging
through the kitchen cupboards in
search of sustenance. Imagine the thrill
of finding an old can of baked beans

or pack of salted nuts, an ancient Betty
Crocker cake mix or the corn dogs in
the freezer. Yes, we can order supplies
online, but the process seems daunting
to our still fevered minds.
We receive our latest results from
Kaiser, mine from day seven, his from
day five; still positive. It’s as if there has
been a big stop sign erected against
all future pursuits; no Trader Joe’s,
no sitting on the beach, no work, no
visiting friends, no browsing through
the library, no happy hour, not even a
trip to the Do It Center. Perhaps there
is something the universe is trying to
tell me, something I need to know or
change or remember before taking
another step into 2022.
Again, I finger the fortune cookie.
Could it hold the answer? Some sage
advice? But the cookie can be dubious.
The fortunes inside cannot always be
called a fortune or prediction. Instead,
they might only be some clichéd
reference to a personality trait, Your
friendly nature wins you friends, An
analytic ability is helpful in the world of
finance, or odd yet obvious statements
such as, The tree grows from its roots up,
Patience is a worthy virtue, or, When
there is a knock at the door open it.
In spite of the uncertain or
ambiguous message awaiting me, my
curiosity is growing. What will it say?
Even if it’s just some flattering platitude,
perhaps, Your beauty increases by the
day, I’ll take it. But then it comes to me:
The now must influence the future.
Suppose the cookie’s missive
is changing, evolving inside of it,
adjusting the pronouncement and
rearranging lucky numbers to address

my up-to-the minute current state.
With an abundance of time on my
hands, the Twilight Zone isn’t on
yet, and with the Chinese New Year
approaching, I explore the origin of
the fortune cookie. I imagine it to be
some revered, ancient Chinese custom
from thousands of years ago. However,
my romantic notion is dashed. The
Fortune Cookie may well have been
created right here in Los Angeles as
recently 1918 by one David Jung who
founded the Chinese Noodle Factory.
At least there’s an ethnic connection.
Imagine the cookie just being another
invented part of the City of Angels’
manufactured dreams.
Still, something about me is longing
to know what it has to say, as I am
equally desirous to know the result
of the home COVID test I have just
taken. The minutes tick by. My money’s

Give Neither Advice Or Salt, Until You
Are Asked For It
Be Your Own Best Friend, Not Your
Own Worst Enemy
Que High And Draw Back
Have Faith
Your Husband Could Make A Lot Of
Money Selling Vegetarian Pies
We’re Gonna Need A Bigger Boat
Along those lines, I could add my own
Advice to Self:
Never Buy Scotch Tape From The
Dollar Store
Or
Take not for granted, my dear, any day
you walk under the sun healthy and
well,
and so does the cat.
Happy Chinese New Year!
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WOMEN IN CHARGE
What Women Aren’t talking About... But Should
Longtime Topanga resident Jane
Hammond, Physician Assistant (PAC) recognized a need in women’s lives
and created a solution. NOTE: Adult
content re: women’s sexuality.
By Flavia Potenza

J

ane Hammond, PA-C, is a Physician Assistant
with Christine Farrell, MSN, FNP-C at
Bioidentical Wellness in Thousand Oaks.
Together they work with women in menopause,
perimenopause and with men in andropause, as
well as women with other hormone imbalances.
“So many women in my practice complain
of no libido and painful sex, mostly due to the
effects of menopause,” says Hammond, who has
worked as a bioidentical hormone specialist for
ten years.
“I can’t fix relationships, but I can help
remove the physical barriers to satisfying sex,”
says Hammond. “I have seen hundreds of
women, whether from menopause, childbirth, or
other illnesses, who suffer from vaginal dryness,
irritation, and pain. Many women avoid or stop
having sex altogether. Often times, women don’t
discuss these symptoms with their healthcare
providers because they feel broken, embarrassed,
or hopeless.”
The main barrier, she says, is vaginal dryness,
which affects more than 50 percent of menopausal
women. Dryness causes discomfort and pain that
even common lubricants can’t help. There are
pharmaceutical options, but most women don’t
talk about it, not even with their doctors.”
There are options with pharmaceutical
products, but they require a prescription and are
expensive. Estradiol vaginal preparations come in
different forms, such as creams, suppositories, and
inserts, such as Imvexxy. There is also a DHEA
vaginal suppository for dryness. (Intrarosa)
“I was recommending a compounded cream
with DHEA for years, but it, too, needed a
prescription,” Hammond says. She had a better
idea: to create an over-the-counter cosmetic
product, available without prescription that
is effective in restoring vaginal function and
intimacy to women.
Working with a compounding pharmacist,
Hammond developed two “highly effective
formulas that support the body, promote
pleasure, sexual satisfaction, and intimate
wellness at every age.
“Orovana Rejuvenate Vaginal Cream contains
moisturizers and DHEA, a powerful pro-hormone
that acts on tissues in the external vaginal area to
help restore moisture, elasticity, and sensitivity.
For women who are stressed and have
difficulty relaxing, Orovana’s Sensate Intimate

PHOTO BY RENEE DE PALMA

Topanga resident Jane Hammond, Physician Assistant (PA-C), created an over-the-counter product to alleviate
intimate dryness caused by menopause in women.

Pleasure Oil, a lubricant, contains high-potency
CBD and CBN that promote relaxation and blood
flow, leading to increased pleasure and better
orgasms. It can also calm irritation and reduce

Orovana offers two products: Rejuvenate Cream with
DHEA and Sensate Oil contains CBD and CBN to
increase relaxation.

vaginal tension and pain,” Hammond says.
Carefully compounded ingredients, some that
you may find in the kitchen pantry, are used in
the products.
Rejuvenate contains hydrating coconut oil,
soothing Aloe Vera leaf extract, Hyaluronic acid
to hold moisture, Vitamin E to nourish the tissues,
and DHEA, known to enhance sexual function
and sensitivity.
Sensate Intimacy formula contains hemp oil
for lubrication, CBD and CBN for relaxation and
blood flow. Essential oils: Cacao; Cinnamon;
Vanilla; and Peppermint to stimulate the senses
for increased effect.
Christine Farrell says Orovana has gotten rave
results. “Patients say they find it increases vaginal
moisture and sensitivity and, in some cases,
increased libido. From my personal experience, I
can say it works great and it’s safe.”

A FAMILY AFFAIR

J

Jane Hammond, founder and formulator of Orovana,
with her daughter, Jody Rollins, who directs the design,
manufacturing and marketing of the products.
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ane Hammond, founder and formulator
of Orovana, is a Physician Assistant
specializing in bio-identical hormone
replacement therapy for men and women.
She has worked extensively in treating
women suffering from the effects of
menopause, especially as they relate to
sexual health and wellness. Her goal is to
keep women and men vibrant and healthy
at all stages of life. She is a mother of four,
and a grandmother of four. Life experiences
have shaped her approach and sharpened
her focus on the importance of the intimate

bonds between couples and how this
benefits the entire family.
Hammond and her daughter, Jody Rollins,
who directed the design, manufacturing,
and marketing strategies of the products,
have created the Orovana Intimate Wellness
brand to “bring life-enhancing products to
market that open up the infinite possibilities
of Love and Health through regeneration
and progressive self-care.”
For more information: orovana.com;
Feel Like Yourself Again With Bioidentical
Hormone Therapy (janehammondpac.com).

TO LOVE AND BE LOVED
Mimi Turns 100... Vamos a Ver!
By Paula LaBrot

O

n the warm, sunny Sunday of January 30,
Mimi Jaffe turned 100 in the beautiful
Topanga orchard of Dr. Ben LaBrot and
Karine Tchkarian.
Surrounded by generations of family in
beautifully decorated surroundings, Mimi
left the double digits for the triple digits
in style. She celebrated a life of love and
public service. In a speech to her children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren Mimi
said she doesn’t like to look back.
“The past is the past and cannot be changed.
But we can make a beautiful future. You have
to go forward! Our family motto has always
been vamos a ver!”
Born in 1922, Mimi was married twice.
Once to Abram Shapiro, inventor of the
16mm Ampro projectors. Widowed at 43,
with three children in college, Mimi went on
to finish her Bachelor of Arts in Journalism at
Northwestern University’s Medill School of
Journalism and traveled the world, writing for
a local, northside Chicago newspaper. During
that time, Mimi was one of the founders of the
National Cult Awareness Network and began
to specialize in mind control and propaganda
studies.
Mimi’s second husband, Sidney Jaffe,
was a brilliant, successful Chicago business
man who championed Mimi’s work. Mimi

Mimi blows out her candles
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Great grand-daughter Sidney Blue Haas reads
Mimi’s birthday card to her

founded the National Writers’ Network and
the Propaganda Research Institute. One never
knew whom one would meet in the library
she established in her home. One day it would
be David Horowitz, another day Eldridge
Cleaver. She interfaced with an eclectic group
of artists, activists and writers.
Mimi Jaffe has seen a lot in the 100
years she has lived. She has given speeches
to hundreds of people, tackled untruths,
had her white paper on the desk of the first
free Hungarian Congress, and brought
accountability to corrupted organizations.
She has been a champion of freedom.
But for Mimi, family has always been
the number one value of her life. No matter
how involved she was with people, from the
Dalai Lama to the White House, Mimi always
made her children, grand-children, and greatgrandchildren feel that a visit from them was
the best thing that could ever happen to her.
Her greatest strength lies in her capacity to
love and be loved.
Point-zero-two percent (.02%) of the
population lives to be 100. An orchard was
the perfect metaphor in which to celebrate
Mimi’s very special and rare birthday. It was
a day, a time, a place to harvest the deep,
warm, steadfast love of a devoted family. A
beautiful day for a beautiful soul.
Vamos a ver, Mimi!

THE MARKETPLACE
Serving Your Business through O urs

Complete Eyecare for All Ages

B O U T I Q U E O P T I CA L

Call or Schedule Online

747.232.2202

Dr. Emily James | Optometrist

lunaoptometry.com
Located Within Gelson’s Village
22247 Mulholland Hwy, Calabasas

P h i l i p D’Ar b anv i l l e
Real Estate Financing Specialist

Sales, Purchase & Refinance | Residential & Commercial

310.663.5007

pdarbanville@gmail.com
Real Estate Agent, Senior Mortgage Loan Officer
DRE # 01902357 NMLS# 1124693

California Home Solution, California Commercial
20301 Ventura Blvd. Suite302, Woodland Hills, CA. 91326 | 818-999-6070 X 309

Installing solar in Topanga for over 12 years!

Don’t Let Edison Ruin
Your Holidays!
We will Keep Your Lights On
SmartSolar is your local Installer
LEE RHOADS

w 310.455.2958 | c 310.487.5750

smartsolarcorp.com | leesolarconsulting@gmail.com
CSLB #998255
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It’s Barbara Allen E.A. ic!

Residential & Office Interior Design
Kitchen & Bathroom Renovations
New Furniture Specifications
Space Planning
Alice Wright-Wilson | 424.325.9360
awrightdesign.com | alicekmwilson@gmail.com

BODY • MIND • HEART • SOUL

Holistic Wellness
& Healing
Dianne Porchia, MA, DMBM

310-455-2375

310.455.2851
porchiaswish.com

riklin@barbaraalleneataxservices.com

Tax Preparation & Audit Representation
For Individuals, Small Businesses,

Estates, Trusts and Tax-Exempt Entities
www.barbaraalleneataxservices.com

LIFE IN BALANCE

Featured in
HEAL Documentary
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Pritchett-Rapf Realtors
TOPANGA

Offices in Malibu & Topanga
(310) 455-4363

•

PRTopanga.com

Call for more information!

Old Topanga Canyon Blvd. 3 Bed | 2 Bath $5,000,000
Chryssa Lightheart & Devon R. Stiteler - (310) 663-3696

Greenleaf Canyon
3 Bed | 2 Bath
William Preston Bowling - (310) 428-5085

Perfect combo of country living and business opportunity. Topanga’s original gem,
this was one of the original homes in this corner of the canyon. Since 2005, it has
hosted a successful private facility offering dog training, boarding, and daycare.

Over 11 Acres of Privacy in this Gated Greenleaf Canyon Estate. 4
Separate Assessor Parcel Numbers allows you to be creative and
expand Your Compound outside of the original footprint.

SOLD

$999,000

SOLD

Old Topanga Canyon Blvd. 3 Bed | 2 Bath $1,250,000
Kirsten Bohman & Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 403-4818

Stites Drive
4 Bed | 4 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

This ideally situated Old Topanga A-frame gives you that Topanga treehouse
feel, being only a few minutes from the center of town. Represented buyer &
seller. Sold for $150k over asking!

Stunning 4-bedroom with abundant sunshine in Fernwood. Complete with vaulted
ceilings, tropical hardwood decks, and gorgeous French doors opening out to
parkland canyon views. An entertaining paradise nearby peaceful mountain trails.

SOLD
Supi Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$675,000

$1,950,000

LEASED
Liberty Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$5,700/mo, unf.

Chryssa Lightheart & Devon R. Stiteler - (310) 663-3696

Christine Kapetan & William P. Bowling - (310) 804-8336

From the custom porch enter into the loveliness of high ceilings, a bright and open
concept living room with tons of natural light. Spacious kitchen with lots of cabinets,
countertop space. Fireplace. Gated community with many amenities.

Private and peaceful gated remodeled home with guest house, large usable front
and back yards in quiet mountain setting. Designer updates throughout. Hardwood
floors, travertine fireplace, granite & stainless kitchen, Air conditioning. Unfurnished.

LAND

LAND

LAND

AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Everding Motorway
$650,000 Zuniga Road
$599,000 Hawks Nest Trail
$410,000
2.53
acres
1.5
acres
2.5 acre
William Preston Bowling
William Preston Bowling
William Preston Bowling
(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

(310) 428-5085

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

(310) 428-5085

CalDRE 00528707

